December 2021
Another Day, Another ‘Scariant’
Omicron (B.1.1.529): SARS-CoV-2 Variant of Concern
The B.1.1.529 variant that emerged in southern Africa has sounded a global alarm and
flooded news headlines due to its unprecedented set of genetic mutations. The variant
was first reported to the World Health Organisation (WHO) on 24 November 2021.
Two days later, WHO designated the B.1.1.529 variant as a variant of concern (VOC)
and named it Omicron based on the early evidence indicating a detrimental change in
COVID-19 epidemiology. The first known confirmed infection was a specimen sample
collected on 9 November 2021 in southern Africa, although retrospective sequencing
identified the strain among samples collected in October 2021 from travellers to
Nigeria. Globally, studies are still underway to assess Omicron's virulence,
transmissibility, impact on efficacies of current vaccines and treatments.
Why Is Omicron Causing Such Concern?
Omicron has drawn much scrutiny for three main reasons; the speed at which Omicron outcompeted other VOC in
South Africa, Omicron's highly unusual genetic profile, and the likelihood of an increased risk of reinfection.
Infection cases in South Africa are rising faster compared to previous waves

Firstly, initial data out of South Africa suggested that the transmission pace of Omicron could be higher than the Delta
variant. Omicron's contribution reached ~80% of the genomes sampled in the past four weeks within only ~2 weeks
versus ~3 weeks for the Delta variant. In addition, the number of Omicron cases appears to increase in almost all of
South Africa's provinces, particularly Gauteng province. One caveat is that the transmission data may be skewed by
location. Gauteng is the largest and most densely populated province of South Africa, with a population of ~15.5mil
people and a population density of 17.3x higher than the country average. Coupled with the relatively low level of
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restrictions in South Africa (measured by the government stringency index) and low completed vaccination rate of
~25%, these factors could have accelerated the spread of infection cases that may not necessarily be driven exclusively
by the virus characteristics.
Secondly, researchers have found 43 spike protein mutations (a vital part
that the virus uses to enter host cells) in Omicron compared to 18 in Delta.
Omicron has been termed as "an unprecedented sampling of mutations"
given that it shares some key mutations with the previous four VOC with
elements that are associated with resistance to neutralizing antibodies and
enhanced transmissibility. Additionally, the Omicron also has many gene
mutations that have not been reported in a single viral variant before; hence
juncture that Omicron may have an extraordinary ability to infect humans,
but it is hard to conclude its infectiousness based on its mutations alone
without sufficient data on Omicron's trajectory.
Thirdly, preliminary evidence suggests that Omicron could lead to an increased risk of reinfection (i.e. individuals who
had previously been infected by COVID could become reinfected more easily with Omicron) than other VOC.
Are the Concerns Warranted?
It is still in the early days to make definitive claims on Omicron’s transmissibility, virulence, and its impact on current
vaccines and treatments efficacy. Nevertheless, preliminary and historical data points could provide some guidance on
the potential impact of this newfound variant. We consider this from three aspects: contagion risks, efficacies of current
vaccines, and the mortality rates of various variants that have emerged.
I. Contagion Risks
a) Transmissibility of Virus
At this juncture, it is not certain whether Omicron produces higher levels of viraemia than other VOCs, given
the complex multi-factors involved in viral transmissions.
Omicron is rapidly overtaking Delta in South Africa (% of sequenced cases and community cases)
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the variant's full significance is not yet clear. Speculations are rife at this

South Africa's preliminary indications suggest that Omicron is highly transmissible as it rapidly overtakes the
ongoing Delta wave backdrop. In South Africa, Omicron's contribution reached ~80% of the genomes sampled
(in the past four weeks) in only ~2 weeks versus ~3 weeks for the Delta variant. Additionally, while the Delta
variant took ~20 weeks to reach a 50% community prevalence rate in Africa, Omicron attained a community
prevalence rate of 46% in only three weeks.
South Africa is struggling with low vaccination rates

Although Omicron's advantage in South Africa seems very large, it will be inaccurate to
extrapolate this data to conclude Omicron's overall transmissibility to the rest of the world. Other
factors could also be responsible for the high transmission rate we are witnessing in South Africa such as
relatively low fully vaccinated rate, lax stringency, high population density in Gauteng province, or other
idiosyncratic factors such as elevated level of comorbidities (South Africa has the highest rate of HIV in the
world estimated at 20.4% prevalence and Gauteng is the fifth-highest province in the country).
South Africa was locked out much faster than with previous strains

Another factor that plays a part in the transmissibility of a new strain lies with governmental
measures to limit the spread and exposure within its borders. As we progress through the pandemic,
it is clear that governmental bodies have become quicker to respond to newly detected variants than in the
past, where governments have taken weeks or months to issue travel restrictions. For example, after the news
broke that South African authorities had identified a concerning variant, dozens of countries began to impose
travel restrictions on South Africa and neighbouring regions within hours to a few days. Countries can delay
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Omicron’s reproduction numbers seem large

the 'entrance' and transmissions of a new strain within their borders and 'buy time' to recalibrate public health
measures through prompt restrictive measures. As a comparison, China only locked down Wuhan on 23 January
2020, 66 days after the first case was detected. Pakistan and Bangladesh (India's neighbours) were the first
countries to impose travel restrictions on India, but it was nearly four months after the first reported case of
the Delta variant.
b) Connections (Civil Passenger Traffic Flow and Trade Positioning)
Given the world's interconnectedness, the COVID-19 pandemic has been the most significant risk to the
economic outlook. It is the primary disruptor of the global supply chain and a part contributor to inflationary
pressure. However, the data points on passenger traffic flow and trade positioning suggest that the
expected economic fallout from the restrictive measures imposed on South Africa is relatively

Lesser international passengers passed through Johannesburg than Wuhan or Delhi
Wuhan, China
Average Monthly
Civil Passenger Flow

~2.2 mil

Average Monthly Cvil Passenger Traffic In Key Provinces (Prior To The VOC Outbreak)
London, U.K
Johannesburg, South
Brasília, Brazil
~3.8mil

~340,000

~650,000

New Delhi, India
~2.5 mil

Source: CEIC, The World Bank, Statista, India Brand Equity Foundation (IBEF), National Bureau of Statistics of China, Statistics South Africa

Prior to Wuhan lockdown in January 2020, Wuhan airport had close to ~2.2mn passenger per month
throughput, Delhi had ~2.5mn. In contrast, between October to November 2021, Johannesburg had
considerably lesser passenger of ~340k international and regional passenger throughput.
South Africa is not meaningful from a supply chain perspective than China and India
Total Export Size (2019)

Top Exports

Top Export Destinations

OEC Exporter Ranking
(by export value)

China
$2.57 trn
1) Electrical Machinery 26.9%
2) Industrial Machinery 16.7%
3) Furniture 3.98%
4) Plastics 3.38%
5) Motor Vehicles & Parts 2.98%
1) United States 16.8%
2) Hong Kong 11.2%
3) Japan 5.73%
4) South Korea 4.44%
5) Vietnam 3.92%
1st / 225

U.K
$446 bn
1) Industrial Machinery 15.6%
2) Motor Vehicles & Parts 10.8%
3) Precious Stones & Metals 9.08%
4) Oil & Mineral Fuels 8.73%
5) Electrical Machinery 6.06%
1) United States 15.7%
2) Germany 9.9%
3) France 6.7%
4) Netherlands 7.79%
5) China 6.44%
10th / 225

Key Countries with VOC outbreak
Brazil
$230 bn
1) Oil & Mineral Fuels 13.4%
2) Oil Seed 11.7%
3) Ores 11.5%
4) Meat 6.79%
5) Industrial Machinery 5.57%
1) China 28.1%
2) United States 13.2%
3) Netherlands 4.49%
4) Argentina 4.34%
5) Japan 2.41%
25th / 225

South Africa
$109 bn
1) Precious Stones & Metals 16.8%
2) Ores 14.6%
3) Motor Vehicles & Parts 12.8%
4) Oil & Mineral Fuels 9.82%
5) Industrial Machinery 6.13%
1) China 10.7%
2) Germany 8.01%
3) United States 7.00%
4) United Kingdom 5.24%
5) Japan 4.81%
36th / 225

India
$330 bn
1) Oil & Mineral Fuels 13.8%
2) Precious Stones & Metals 11.4%
3) Industrial Machinery 6.58%
4) Organic Chemicals 5.64%
5) Motor Vehicles & Parts 5.39%
1) United States 16.8%
2) United Arab Emirates 9.14%
3) China 5.35%
4) Hong Kong 3.55%
5) Singapore 3.32%
15th / 225

Source: Observatory of Economic Complexity (OEC), globalEDGE, World Integrated Trade Solution (WTI), The World Bank

South Africa has a much smaller role in the global supply chains than China and India in terms of economic
relevance. In terms of their export value, China ranked 1st, India ranked 15th, and South Africa ranked 36th by
OEC. In terms of export constituents, China is the largest (if not one of the largest) exporters of both
intermediate and finished goods ranging from electrical and industrial machinery to furniture and plastics. Wuhan
is also a major supplier of automotive parts for China and the rest of the world. India is a major supplier of
pharmaceuticals globally and a significant exporter of coal, oil, and chemicals, especially in Asia. As such, there
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muted compared to other countries that have witnessed an outbreak of a new strain.

are far more adverse ramifications for the rest of the world to reimpose widespread domestic restrictions or
draconian lockdowns to itself than the potential economic fallout and contagion spread from South Africa. This
leads us to the next segment, where we believe that it is unlikely that governments will re-instituted severe
lockdown given that we are better equipped than before; advanced tools to test, trace and treat along with
overall higher vaccination rates.
c) Detection – Effectiveness of Current Testing
Current evidence indicates that existing PCR diagnostics remain
uncompromised despite Omicron's distinct mutation pattern; Omicron's
lineage bears a deletion in the S gene (one of the three common target genes
of many PCR tests). Current PCR tests leverage the inability to detect this S
for the Omicron variant. The S gene dropout has made the timely screening
of the Omicron possible by enabling countries to track the variant's spread
without genomic sequencing, which is usually only performed for a subset of
PCR-positive samples (where capacity is available). Current diagnostic tests'
ability to detect the Omicron is critical to tracking its spread, enabling the
relevant authorities to isolate infected individuals.
II) Efficacy of Current Vaccines
The world is anxiously awaiting health experts to uncover the challenges posed by Omicron to our current vaccines.
At present, there are no indications that the Omicron is more virulent than other strains, as diagnosed cases globally
have primarily been very mild or asymptomatic.
Experts appear more optimistic on vaccine efficacy against severe disease

These optimistic claims build upon other recent statements from experts who have expressed optimism that vaccines
are likely to be effective at reducing the risk of severe illness caused by Omicron as they have been against other major
VOCs.
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gene dropout while still recognising the other PCR gene targets as a marker

Looking at previous studies on how current vaccines fared against the various VOCs, data broadly
suggests that vaccines (approved by American and European regulators) still provide robust protection
against the risk of severe illness despite slight wane in the effectiveness against infection when tested on
the various VOCs.
E.g. Vaccines against the dominant circulating Delta variant:
▪ Pfizer/BioNTech's vaccine maintained ~92% effectiveness against
hospitalization despite efficacy against infection reduced to ~88%
(from ~95% against the ancestral strain).
▪ Moderna's vaccine maintained ~96% effectiveness against
hospitalization despite efficacy in preventing infection reduced
to ~87% (from ~94% against the ancestral strain).
▪ A single dose of Johnson & Johnson's vaccine shows ~81%
effectiveness against hospitalization and ~79% against infection.
▪ AstraZeneca's vaccine effectiveness against hospitalization is
~92%, despite efficacy against infection reduced to ~67% (from
~79% against the ancestral strain).
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Vaccines still able to confer significant protection against various VOCs

III) Mortality
There is a quiet optimism that Omicron could be a more transmissible but less virulent strain given the
absence of information suggesting that Omicron symptoms are dramatically different from other
VOCs. Early data from South Africa has described infected cases as "extremely mild". The data also show that ~65%
of the patients with severe symptoms are unvaccinated, hinting that the variant may not be as virulent as initially feared.
Media streams are often quick to swamp communication channels with trepidation during an outbreak, thus fostering
an expectation that the virus will inevitably mutate to develop devastating viral characteristics. In reality, mutations are
part of the evolution process of any virus life cycle; viruses constantly copy themselves to ensure a diverse virus
population within a single infected host. Scientific theories broadly suggest that viruses generally become more
contagious and less lethal when they mutate. While mutations could impact certain aspects of a virus's characteristics
(transmissibility and virulence), it is unusual to find those characteristics changing dramatically over a short evolutionary
that 'new' mutated strains have not led to a dramatic increase in mortality rates.
▪

Dominant Variant: Alpha→ Delta

The Alpha variant first emerged in the U.K in September 2020 and drove a surge in infection cases before being
subsequently usurped by the Delta variant. The Delta variant was found to be 55% more transmissible than Alpha and
almost 2x as infectious as the ancestral version of SARS-CoV-2. Nevertheless, despite the increased transmissibility and
infection rate of the Delta variant, there was no significant spike in mortality rates (seen through the Case Fatality Rate
(CFR) indicator when Delta became the dominant strain in the U.K. One caveat is that U.K’s vaccination rate was still
increasing during that period and could have conferred extra protection, which further reinforces that current vaccines
were probably still effective at preventing mortalities despite the various mutations.
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time scale despite high mutation rates. We need only look to other recent outbreaks, which seems to support the idea

Dominant Variant: Beta→ Delta

The Beta variant was first identified in late 2020 in South Africa, which sparked a second COVID-19 wave before
spreading globally. The Beta variant shares similarities with the Alpha variant in being more infectious and transmissible
than the ancestral strain. However, the magnitude and duration of the spikes in CFR were broadly lower and shorter
respectively during periods where the Delta variant was the dominant strain compared to the periods for the Beta
strain.
•

Dominant Variant: Gamma → Delta

The Gamma variant was first documented in Brazil in November 2020. It possessed similar mutations in its spike protein
as the Alpha and Beta strains but was nowhere near as transmissible as the Alpha or Delta strain. The magnitude and
duration of the spikes in CFR were broadly lower and shorter respectively during the periods where the Delta variant
was the dominant strain compared to the periods for the Gamma strain.
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•

Nevertheless, preliminary and historical data indicates that Omicron is likely to be more
transmissible/infectious, but current vaccines should still hold up well against preventing severe diseases
and fatalities. Both Pfizer and Moderna have commented that they will know the efficacy of their vaccines within the
next 2-3 weeks. If the need arises, they can tailor-make a vaccine for Omicron in less than 100 days and get it shipped
out within 2-3 months. Additionally, there has not been a spike in mortality rate despite various iterations of this virus,
and existing slews of vaccines have conferred a high level of protection against them. Recent studies have also shown
that booster shots are a critical strategy as they significantly increase neutralising antibodies. Additionally, boosters
promote a process known as affinity maturation, in which ‘engaged’ B cells — those triggered by the vaccine — travel
to the lymph nodes, and these antibodies produced would bind to the pathogens more strongly, potentially enhancing
its potency.

growth of the global economy. Moreover, as we are not expecting the same full-scale lockdown as the
one witnessed in March 2020 and during the recent Delta surge, we do not think it will have much lasting
impact on inflation dynamics. The above two conclusions lead us to believe that we should not expect significant
policy easing, but instead for the current direction to normalise uber easy monetary conditions to continue. The S&P
has pulled back from a high of 21.6x forward PE to 20.6x with an expected 8% growth in earnings next year, but it
remains fully valued. As shared in the October Navigator, Another Lexicon, we are underweight equities with primary
concerns surrounding declining growth momentum, possible stalling of positive earnings revision momentum, and lofty
valuations set against a challenging balancing act for central banks to normalise monetary conditions to control what
could be either a transitory or sticker inflation prospects. However, some pockets of opportunities in equities look
interesting now, including financials, healthcare, and semiconductors. In the coming days, we will be writing a strategy
piece on semiconductors heralding the sector as the modern-day gold rush. Look out for it!
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“Omicron, Transform and Roll Out!”
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In terms of economic impact, we are doubtful Omicron will have a significant and lasting impact on the

